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is closer than you think
EarthTheEndof the

 SAM ZUBEVICH ED SLOANE
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If we stand back and take a look at this big, 
beautiful sunburnt country of ours, and draw 
parallels between each of her far-flung corners 

and that of, say, Europe, then King Island would 
tuck itself neatly into the bronzed bosoms of 
France. Not geographically, mind you – there’s 
a lot less exposed flesh on the beach thanks to 
latitudinal differences and the associated mind-
numbing cold weather – but what King Island may 
lack in tanned teats is made up for in world-class 
beach breaks and exceptional dairy goods. It might 
not be on the other side of the world, but down there, 
you’re just as likely to gorge yourself silly on everything 
from spitting A-frame peaks to three-hour long, A+ 
feasts. Plus, the locals will bend over backwards for 
you – unlike (almost) all of the French people you’re 
likely to meet on a surfing strike mission. 

Over the years, the island has drifted in and out of 
the surfing lexicon, with everyone from Miki Dora to 
Tom Curren, Kelly Slater and eventually Joel Parkinson’s 
generation taking the time out at one stage or another 
to explore one of the country’s most gorgeously 
remote locations. As Victorian photographer Ed 
Sloane says, “You almost don’t really feel like you’re 
in Australia. It’s strange for me because it’s literally 
100km from my house, but you never go there, and 
when you finally do it feels like the end of the earth.” 

For some surfing hotspots, and islands in particular, 
the popularity of the place will grow relentlessly until 
it reaches critical mass – a level where people will still 
travel out of habit or, dare we say, necessity, but the 
overcrowding, pollution and lack of adventure will 
often leave a sour taste in the mouths of core surfers 
still chasing their dream destination. Consider Bali 

any time after the turn of the century. For others, like 
our delightful subject, factors like the climate, ease 
of access and cost do a damn good job of keeping 
numbers down. Considering that King Island is in the 
Roaring 40s, surrounded by a frigid Bass Strait and 
subjected to winds that blow, on average, at around 
32kms an hour – it’s not hard to see why surf tourism 
has never really taken a foothold. 

It’s probably a good thing, then, that the intrepid 
band of explorers who appear in this feature were 
entrusted to a pilot who is somewhat of an aviation 
lord. Anatole (or Lord Anatole, if you will) is one half 
of King Island Surf Safaris, and has been flying since 
he was seven years old. He’s in the air up to five 
times a day, flying in weather that would often have 
normal people reaching for a horse tranquiliser. On 
the ground is his business partner, Ed Sawers, who 
we called in to provide a bit of scope to their joint 
venture, and the factors behind organising a trip to 
the fabled King Island.

“Surfing tourism isn’t a new entity there, but it’s 
never been done quite right. Especially on the Surf 
Coast, everybody knows about King Island. So now, 
just recently, we’ve created an easier route for a select 
few people to go there every now and again. King 
Island is a remote, beautiful, pristine place, and we 
want to keep it like that. We’d rather take smaller 
groups, less often, than have more people and risk 
anything negative happening. We’ve agreed with the 
locals that we’ll only ever take four people or less each 
time. The mayor even rang us up just to say, ‘Look, we 
really need something like this. The number one thing 
on our 20-year masterplan is tourism.’ If the population 
falls under 1000, that’s sort of the breaking point of 
sustainability for their community. So if it’s around 1500 
right now, they need some support.

“We’re happy to say that $50 from each of 
our groups goes towards the King Island 
Environmental Group, who do a lot of work 
around the coastal region. Then we also 
employ two local farmers – one that owns the 
property and one that owns the car. There’s not 
a whole lot of profit in it after paying for the 
plane and everything else, but for the two of 
us it’s just a passion thing. We love the place.” 
And it’s not at all hard to see why. 

As any dedicated cold-water surfer will 
tell you, there’s a certain type of satisfaction 
gained from chasing waves in their neck of the 

woods compared to places that won’t shrivel 
your scrotum. Sure, battling the elements can be 
tough, and sometimes dangerous, but when you 
finally score? Sheer ecstasy! And so, places like 
King Island remain in the line of fire when crack 
squads of shred-dogs finally see the elements 
align. Our particular team in question? None 
other than Harry Bryant, Jackson Baker, Joe Van 
Dijk and of course, shutterbug Sloane. Read on 
to find out how they broke down every part of 
their adventure, from stand-up barrels to free 
wheels of cheese.

EarthTheEndof the
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“I think Rip Curl and Swellnet were unsure about 
the swell for a week or so, and then I got a call 
the night before when I was at a mate’s birthday, 
and it was Flanno from Rip Curl, saying Oi Jacko! 
Do you want to go to King Island with Harry and 
Joe? And I was like, Is that even a question? I 
was grabbing boards and Flanno said they’d have 
some 4/3s ready for us so we don’t freeze. It was 
so rushed, but kind of perfectly rushed, in a way. It 
made it a bit more of an adventure. If everything’s 
booked a month out you’re looking at it with some 
idea of what to expect. But we got there and we 
knew nothing!” 

“Flying there on Sunday night was kind of hectic. 
It sort of rattles you, just being in a plane that 
small, but when you fly into a storm like the one 
we had; it definitely plays on everyone’s mind. 
When we landed it was like… There are a few shots 
that don’t quite do it justice – we literally got blown 
over by the wind. They get proper storms down 
there! Of course it’s easy to think that it’s hairy, 
but all you’ve gotta do is look at the pilot, and he 
wasn’t even fazed. Like, he’d done it four times that 
day or something, haha. He was like; Yeah it’s a bit 
windy, but no stress, boys! And we were all shitting 
ourselves…” 

The Lead-up
Jacko

Ed
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“On the first night we stayed at the tourism 
manager’s place, Jim Benn, and he was an 
absolute legend. Frothin’ hard. They were really 
welcoming for us, and on the first morning of 
waves, which was easily the best, there were about 
50 school students on the beach who got the day 
off to come down and watch us. The mayor came 
down, too, so it felt like kind of a big deal! Haha.”

“After Jim picked all of us up from the airport, 
we got back to his place and he had steaks and 
heaps of soup all ready for us. It was such a nice, 
warm house and he was always up for a chat. 
Then the next day, when it was -9 degrees and 
we’d been in the water for five hours ’cause it was 
pumping, Jim was doing laps for us ’cause there 
was a bit of a current. After that, he and his mate 
even pulled out a hot thermos of tea to hand out 
to everyone. It was so good!” 

“There was no one around when we surfed, 
either. It was just Joe, Harry and I, then Shieldsy 
and Craig down the beach. That was it. I swear 
this day was all-time and here was this local guy 
near us on the beach with his car, just like, Yeah 
boys, today’s not that good. I’d probably give it a 
five outta 10. We were like, Are you off ya head? 
What’ve you been choofin’ on this morning? These 
are the best waves I’ve ever seen! He looked like 
he had boards in his car and he knew what he was 
doing, too, I think he was just one of those guys who 
waits for the most perfect day.” 

“On the first night we went to the local pub; this 
guy came up to me and said, So what the hell are 
you guys doin’ here? I said, We’re here to surf! 
His response: There’s surf here? Hahaha! I showed 
him some of the footage we got and he was stoked, 
then he decided to buy us all a round of beers.” 

“Another day we were cruising around trying 
to find this other wave, and we’d got totally 
lost. So this guy, who knew we were on the island, 
had driven past us, somehow got our number, 
then rang us like 10 minutes later to help out. He’s 
like, Ah, I think I just passed you guys trying to find 
this spot – you need to go through this paddock, 
then open this gate, and you’ll be sweet. We were 
dumbfounded… Like, where does that happen?”

Jacko

Ed

Jacko

Harry

Ed
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The Locals
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“The first morning, when it was pumping, we got there in the dark and it was snowing on the beach. The locals said 
it was the coldest day on the island in living memory! The apparent temperature, including wind chill and everything, 
was -9 degrees. It was absolutely freezing, but being from Victoria, Joe and I coped with it OK. It was pretty funny watching 
the other boys just struggling with it. Harry was a classic. Then when Lach [McKinnon, from MySurfTV] jumped in the water 
to film, he was like, This is definitely the coldest I’ve ever fucking been in my life.”   

“Body-warmth wise, in the water, I was actually really good. Even my feet felt fine in the booties, and I’d wear 
the hoodie for the early morning surfs, which made duck diving more bearable. I didn’t have gloves, though, so my 
hands were pretty numb the whole time; they’d go a little bit purple, then regain their colour about half an hour after 
going in. You’d feel the blood tingling back into your hands, but it was all good. Definitely some of the coldest weather 
and water I’ve ever experienced, but when the waves are that good, you can’t really see yourself worrying about it. All 
you’re worrying about is getting tubed!” 

Jacko

Ed

Jacko
Harry

Ed
the Cold

“Everyone on the island was just so good to us. 
Like, I went to fill up the fuel one day and the 
lady in the shop just gave me this massive wheel 
of cheese straight out of the blue. I can’t even 
remember why, I think she just asked if we’d tried 
it yet, then ran out the back to grab a huge wheel 
of Camembert. I was losing it. It was so classic! 
My fridge is still half full of the stuff now, ’cause 
we shopped up pretty big after that. Like, the day 
before we left all of us spent a fair bit on cheese. You 
should’ve seen the boys when we got to the tasting 
section – they were salivating all over it! Haha.”

“The bakery we went to at King Island was 
absolutely off its face. They had crayfish pies, 
kangaroo pies, wallaby pies, and even the plain 
cheese and bacon pies were amazing.” 

“They’re so proud of their little island. The locals 
are extremely self-sufficient and try to live off 
the land as much as they can by growing their 
own crops and having cattle. Eighty per cent of the 
population works in the cheese factory and the other 
20 per cent are farmers. It’s like going back in time by 
about a century. I swear a war could have broken out 
and we wouldn’t have even heard about it.”

the Food The Waves
“It’s probably the best beachie I’ve ever 

witnessed. I know it’s easy for people to claim 
stuff like that, but you’d watch waves go 
un-ridden, mind-surfing the absolute shit out 
of it, just going, Why can’t I be in that thing! It 
reminded me of Straddie, ’cause it’s really wedgy 
and peaky, but you’ll see a couple of big peaks line 
up and spit simultaneously and it’s unlike anything 
else. You’ll watch something like that and think, 
Why am I not out there? Then your body tells you… 
’Cause you’re bloody freezing! We surfed so much 
that trip – it felt like we were in the water for 30 
hours over three days or something, haha! 

“The first day was definitely a solid six-foot. You 
were like, standing on your board and jumping off 
to go under. They’d just demolish you. I’ve never 
had so much sand in my wettie, ’cause it’s a full 
sand bottom and so, so shallow. One of my first 
waves was a left, a proper solid one, and I was that 
cold that my hands were numb and I pin-dropped 
from the top to the bottom. As I was falling I could 
see this thing throwing over so wide, and I was just 
thinking, Oh. My. God. I wish I wasn’t so cold so I 
could’ve actually made this one!”    

“One day we scoured the island for set-
ups and heard some whispers about a wave 
on a farm. We went to the petrol station and got 
the bloke’s number out of the phone book, and 
he told us to come around and check it! When 
we got there the wind had come up, but dayum it 
had some potential. I’m sure there are a bunch of 
waves there that haven’t been discovered. Pretty 
crazy to think there’s still perfect waves going 
un-ridden in Australia.” 

“It’s definitely the best beach break I’ve 
surfed. Like, ever. It was so perfect; every 
single wave was just a big old A-frame. Take 
off underneath it and just stand there, then get 
spat out.” 

EarthTheEndof the
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AD
Da boiz, exploring an island that 
they insist is fickle at best.
PHOTO: ANDREW CHISHOLM

Jacko

Joe The Boys

TheEnd
“I haven’t really done a trip with just two other 

guys yet, so having two good mates who also ride 
for Rip Curl made this one super fun. We got a few 
days in a row of pumping waves and I got to drive a 
manual for like the second time ever, so that was pretty 
sick. Jackson and Harry essentially taught me how to 
drive. They were just yelling at each other, like, No, Joe, 
listen to me! I didn’t know what was going on, but it 
was hilarious.” 

“It was so sick. We were getting around in this 
old Hilux ute with a tray; it was just a full bush car 
and we were all frothing on it. Harry and I were taking 
turns driving, kind of pushing it through its paces and 
going through the biggest puddles. The drive on the 
way to the surf was probably almost as fun as the surf! 
Haha. On the last day we started teaching Joe how to 
drive and he absolutely nailed it. He’s on his Learner’s 
and had hardly driven manual before, but he did this 
hill start without stalling and all the boys were pretty 
impressed. He was frothing that hard!”

“I hadn’t done a trip with Jacko or Joe in 
a couple years, so it was great to catch up and 
talk smack. Joe has grown about two metres since 
I saw him last; he’s real intimidating now, so giving 
him grom abuse was out the window. Jacko is a 
classic, he doesn’t care about what anyone thinks 
about him. He does his own thing and speaks his 
mind. I like that. One of the best parts of travelling 
for me is building that bond with the crew you’re 
with. It’s epic.”

Is there anything better? Surfing Life thinks not. 
Just imagine being on the beach, with snow all 
around you, howling wind, and a sub-zero chill 
clawing at your very soul, then looking all around 
at a bunch of your mates who can’t wipe the grin 
off their stupid faces. You won’t make friends like 
that in Bali. 

HarrY


